
NinjaTrader Version 7.0.0.15 Beta Release 15 - April 29, 2010 
  
Critical Information 
  
3rd Party NinjaScript Indicators & Strategies 
You may install 3rd party NinjaScript components ONLY under the following conditions: 
- The component is unprotected (ask the author/developer if it is unprotected) 
- The component is protected using Version 7 Beta 14 in conjunction with RemoteSoft Protector Version 3.1 (please verify with the 
developer/author if this is the case) 
  
Backup Archives and NinjaScript Import/Export Archives 
- Any backup archive or NinjaScript archive created with Beta 14 or later will be incompatible with any prior Beta release 
- Any backup archive or NinjaScript archive created with Beta 13 or earlier is compatible with Beta 14 or later 
  
Custom Indicator Code Breaking Change 
The following code breaking change is non NinjaScript supported code but we thought we would disclose this change incase some 
developers would be affected. ChartControl.ChartStyle.Pen property is no longer "settable", please use the explicit properties of the Pen 
object itself to save/restore custom settings. 
  
  
Status Issue # Category Comments 
Fixed 3633 Charts Reloading historical data on PnF chart could have caused some data to not display 
Fixed 3637 General Adding account groups could crash NT if in Global Sim Mode 
Improved 3638 General Snfe RTH session template now uses "AUS Eastern Standard Time" timezone 
Fixed 3639 Market Replay Market Replay could lock up NT if many ATM strategies were rapidly placed 
Fixed 3640 General Reloading historical data on futures did not reload data from previous expirys 
Fixed 3641 Charts PnF charts could have built downward bars beginning below the low of previous bar instead of being below 

the high resulting in gaps 
Fixed 3642 Market Analyzer Custom color conditions could have conflicted with hard coded color settings on certain columns 

(PositionSize, ProfitLoss, RealizedProfitLoss, UnrealizedProfitLoss) 
Fixed 3643 General Installer file used the wrong icon 
Fixed 3644 Charts Prices on bars with 12:00 AM timestamp on rollover date could be off when used in conjunction with a 

session template with begin time of 12:00 AM in local PC timezone 
Fixed 3645 Charts LineBreak bars could have built bars with data from future bars 
Fixed 3646 Charts Kagi, LineBreak, Renko could have had erroneous values when viewing the bars between historical and 

live bars on session breaks 
Fixed 3648 Internal Session templates with special characters in the name could throw off cache directory 
Fixed 3649 Charts Ruler property dialog controls had 2nd and 3rd anchor points reversed 
Fixed 3650 Charts Crosshairs could have caused a ghosting effect on the x-axis when a Bar series was removed from the 

chart 
Fixed 3651 Session Manager Session templates with single quotes could have cause errors 



Fixed 3653 Charts Indicators with displacements > 0 could not be selected when chart was scrolled behind the most recent 
bar 

Fixed 3654 Charts Fibonacci templates did not save "Text location" property settings when set to "Do not show" 
Fixed 3655 General Performance graphs for large backtests could have displayed with lines pinned to the left edge 
Fixed 3656 Level II Quotes grid settings were not persisted 
Fixed 3658 General Reloading historical data did not work properly when using a derivative chart type (LineBreak, PnF, etc.) 

that was based on a Minute series 
Fixed 3659 Charts Reloading historical data on charts could cause an assert error 
Fixed 3660 Strategy Analyzer Loading optimizer results did not properly restore the "Settings" tab 
Fixed 3661 Charts Z-order of global chart objects could be wrong when viewed from another chart 
Fixed 3662 MBT adapter Properly filter bid/ask/last events generated when using "Use snapshot data" for when price <= 0 
Fixed 3663 NinjaScript 

Strategies 
SyncAccountPosition=false could have still tried to close a historical strategy position 

Fixed 3664 General Saving rollover dates pulled from data server could have caused exception errors 
Fixed 3665 General Single or double quotes in a Windows user account name could cause issues 
Fixed 3666 Charts Crosshair on charts could have caused exception errors 
Fixed 3667 NinjaScript 

Strategies 
NinjaScript strategies on charts could cause exceptions when switching the charted instrument 

Fixed 3668 Charts Building of the first bar of a session was not properly built independently of prior session for LineBreak 
charts 

Fixed 3669 NinjaScript 
Indicators 

Very first OnMarketData(), OnMarketDepth(), and OnFundamentalData() could have been filtered which 
could throw off building L2 price ladders 

Fixed 3670 NinjaScript 
Indicators 

Pivots didn't calculate correctly for montly/weekly pivots based on daily data 

Improved 3671 Charts New charts now save last used Period type as default for subsequent File > New Chart actions 
Fixed 3672 NinjaScript 

Indicators 
CurrentDayOHL didn't notify user when used improperly on a non-intraday chart 

Fixed 3673 Charts LineBreak and Renko charts could have an improperly built last bar 
Fixed 3674 NinjaScript 

Indicators 
FirstTickOfBar logic could have been off on multi-series indicators 

Fixed 3675 Strategy Analyzer Setting default settings for a strategy could have thrown off the optimizing on a Data Series 
Fixed 3676 Charts Charts could have had a gap with missing data of the previous day if session definition was a 24 hours 

definition and prior session's data wasn't loaded completely 
Fixed 3677 Charts Live charts could have stopped updating after disconnecting and then reconnecting with "Get data from 

server" option set to false 
Fixed 3678 NinjaScript 

Strategies 
Set() methods could have been inadvertently cancelled on a multi-series strategy 

Fixed 3679 Backup/Restore There could have been redundant backup reminders 
Improved 3680 TDA adapter Filtered out "Hdr: 400 Data acquisition failed" messages on historical data requests when there simply is no 

data available 
Fixed 3681 NinjaScript 

Strategies 
Exit on close orders could cause exceptions on strategies with multiple series on the same instrument 



Fixed 3682 General Reloading historical data for continuous future contracts did not work properly 
Fixed 3683 NinjaScript Getting and setting ChartStyle.Pen could cause crashes 
Fixed 3684 NinjaScript 

Indicators 
Indicators using other indicators as their input series did not work as expected when accessed in 
NinjaScript 

Fixed 3685 Strategy Analyzer Nested indicators in a strategy could cause issues on the Chart tab of the Strategy Analyzer 
Fixed 3686 IQFeed adapter Disconnecting from IQFeed would have resulted in IQConnect being closed. If IQConnect was started from 

a different application this could have caused issues. 
Fixed 3687 Backup/Restore Restoring backup files with database files greater than 256MB could have caused errors 
Improved 3688 NinjaScript Setting ChartStyle.Pen is no longer possible. !!! Please do not set the Pen object itself, instead use the 

explicit properties of the Pen for this purpose. 
Fixed 3689 Market Replay PnL calculations for currency instrument were incorrect 
Fixed 3690 Charts Trades not associated to a running strategy could have been plotted on the chart in certain situations 

 


